
ACROSS
 1 Scottish golfer who won the Open five times 

between 1901 & 1910 (5,5)
 6 Informal term for a party or social event (4)
10 A soothsayer or diviner (5)
11 Error of a ship's compass due to a local  

magnetic field (9)
12 Largest constituent emirate of the UAE (3,5)
13 Terms of reference for a specific task (5)
15 Where in Scotland second and first cousins kept in 

touch? (7)
17 Small space below the principal design on a coin 

or medal (7)
19 Back or side entrance (7)
21 Structure used for hanging someone (7)
22 (Astronomy) First nebula to be  

photographed,in 1880 (5)
24 Fabric of wool and silk or cotton used for suits (8)
27 (Hist.) Assistance for very poor people not in a 

workhouse (3,6)
28 Chain of revolving buckets for raising water from a 

stream (5)
29 Conical tent of skins etc. used by nomads in  

Siberia and Mongolia (4)
30 Road crossing over Loch Alsh opened in 1985, 

replacing a ferry (4,6)

DOWN
 1 And 4dn  Scottish folk singer and authority on 

songs of Robert Burns (4,7)
 2 Huge amount of money (9)
 3 Lute used in classical Indian music (5)
 4 See 1dn (7)
 5 Account sent for goods or services  

provided (7)
 7 Proposition regarded as being self-evidently  

true (5)
 8 Adherence to one particular god out of  

several (10)
 9 (Scottish) Paternal first cousin (8)
14 Statistical study of elections and trends (10)

16 Poisonous evergreen shrub grown in warm countries (8)
18 Moth of a group whose caterpillars are loopers (9)
20 (Golf,dated) An iron with a heavy lofted head (7)
21 Large African mammal and tallest living animal (7)
23 Meal eaten by Muslims after sunset during Ramadan (5)
25 (Law) Actual wording of a document (5)
26 Literary word for valley (4)
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